
Esys Braille Series 
Tutorial 4 – Alarm-Clock  

 

ESYS FEATURES 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Pressing centrally on the Left Joystick (LJ) will display the application menu. Pressing centrally a second time will display the 

main menu of esys. The four directions (UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT) of the Right Joystick are used in combination with actions 

on the Left Joystick or navigation wheels to create shortcuts; for example, by using the LEFT direction on the LJ and pushing 

on the wheels towards the left, you will go back to the beginning of a line. 

 

Pressing centrally on the Right Joystick (RJ) will allow you to act on a focused item. Its four direction keys will allow you to 

move the focus accordingly, pretty much like the four arrow keys on a computer keyboard or the navigation joystick of a 

mobile phone. 

 

When the wheel is moved towards the right, the Braille line will move to the next 12 /24/40/64/80 characters. When it is 

moved to the left, the Braille display will move to the previous 12 /24/40/64/80 characters. 

ESYS SHORTCUTS 

 

RIGHT JOYSTICK RJ 

NAVIGATION SCROLLING WHEELS M 

ESYS SHORTCUT DESCRIPTION 

<RJ UP> Return to the previous item while in a tree folder or in a list.  

<RJ DOWN> Go to the next item while in a tree folder or in a list.  

<RJ RIGHT> Move focus to the next item.  

When editing an edit box field, it moves the cursor to the right  

 <RJ LEFT> Move focus to previous item.  

When editing into an edit box field : move cursor left 

<RJ MIDDLE> Activate/Deactivate a focused item while in the navigation menu 

Allows to enter a submenu while navigating inside a menu 

In a tree folder structure, it allows to enter a folder  

<W RIGHT>  Display the next 12/24/40/64/80 characters  

<W LEFT>  Display the previous 12/24/40/64/80 characters  

<LJ LEFT + RJ RIGHT>  Places the cursor at the end of the line  

<LJ LEFT + RJ LEFT> > Places the cursor at the beginning of the line  

<LJ LEFT + W LEFT> or 

<LJ LEFT + RJ UP>  
Places the cursor at the beginning of the text  

<LJ LEFT + W RIGHT> or 

<LJ LEFT + RJ DOWN>  
Places the cursor at the end of the text  
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ALARM-CLOCK 

INTRODUCTION 

esys includes a clock and a ring tone. This will allow you to program an alarm at a given time for each day of 

the week. 

 

This application looks like a line including the date, the time and a button showing you whether or not the alarm 

is switched on. 

The displayed time is refreshed every second. When the alarm is triggered, it will ring for 30 seconds (esys 

will automatically switch on if it was switched off). 

 
NOTE: If the battery of esys is completely discharged, the alarm-clock will reinitialize to January 1

st
 2007, 

12:00:00. 

For example, a typical display is: 

“12h05m28s Tuesday 05 july 2010 Alarm on (07H30H00 Monday Tuesday Saturday) T” 

On the Braille line the current time, day and date should be visible as well as “alarm off” if no current alarms are 

set. 

 

Begin with making sure that the correct date is being displayed. To change the current date, refer to “set date”  

section. 

 

Below a description of menu items follows. In order to access to items, press on the left joystick having the 

alarm-clock application open. The following will be displayed on the Braille line 

“ack:set alarm set time set date T” 

SET ALARM MENU 

To change the alarm settings, click on “set alarm”. 

 

The following menu is displayed : 

alm:hour>00 minute>00 second>00 status>inactive monday>yes tuesday>yes ... sunday>yes ok cancel T 

 

Note: Values above may vary on the device you are using. Begin with typing in the alarm time. Modify hour, 

minutes and seconds by typing in the edit boxes (for further information refer to the “edit box” section in the 

User Manual) 

 

The next step is to active/deactivate the alarm. Change the “status” scrolling menu using the right hand side 

joystick up and down directions. 

 

Concerning day selection, all days of the week are display in a row. By the scrolling menu principle select 

whether or not you want your alarm clock ringing on Monday, Tuesday,...,etc. 

 

Click on “ok” to confirm your settings or press cancel if no change is needed. 



ALARM-CLOCK 

 

 

 

 

SET TIME MENU 

To change the time, select “set time”. The following menu is displayed: 

 

“stm:hour>12 minute>05 second>28 ok cancel T” 

 

To change the hours, the minutes and seconds, modify the edit boxes (for further information refer to the “edit box” section 

in the User Manual). 

 

Select ok when finished. If no change is needed, press cancel. 

SET DATE MENU 

To change the current date, select “set date”. The following menu is displayed: 

 

“sdt:day>02 month>july year>2010 ok cancel T” 

 

To change the day and the year, use the edit boxes (for further information, refer to the “edit box” section in the User 

Manual). Concerning the month, use the scrolling menu to choose the appropriate month using the right hand side joystick 

up and down directions. 

 

You will need to select “ok” to accept the new settings. If no change is needed, select “cancel”. 

 


